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Grove and FEV signed agreement to cooperate in 
development of Hydrogen Powertrain technology for mass 
production. 
 

November 13th, 2019, Beijing. 

Grove Hydrogen Automobile Co., Ltd. signed a cooperation agreement on the development 
of Hydrogen passenger car fuel cell system for mass production in Beijing with FEV AG, 
which is one of Germany most prominent Automotive Development Companies. The two 
parties will work together to jointly build Grove hydrogen passenger cars products with global 
market competitiveness. 
 
According to the agreement, both sides will carry out all-round cooperation in vehicle system 
development, powertrain system integration and vehicle electrical architecture platform 
construction around Grove mass production vehicles. FEV will provide customized mass 
production development and engineering services based on the features of hydrogen 
passenger cars. 
 

 
 
Hao Yiguo, chairman of Grove Hydrogen Automobile Company, said that vigorously 
developing hydrogen energy is a national strategy related to the national energy security and 
energy independence. Hydrogen energy has been listed in the national emerging industry, 
and the hydrogen energy automobile industry will be a pillar application scenario to drive the 
innovation and development of hydrogen energy. Through carrying out these cooperative 
projects, it will drive Grove to become a leading enterprise in Hydrogen automotive era, and 
striding forward international Hydrogen automotive leading brand. 
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Doctor Ulrich Pfahl from FEV, said that Chinese Government highly emphasizes the 
innovation development of Hydrogen automotive industry,  FEV is adequately willing to 
cooperate with Grove and other Chinese Hydrogen energy-related enterprise, to participate 
in and support Chinese innovative development of Hydrogen automotive industry, FEV 
hopes to take the cooperation with Grove as a opportunity, expands higher level cooperation 
in vehicle system development and engineering technical service.  
 

 
 

Grove is a hydrogen energy passenger car company based on the integration of innovative 
and strategic resources in the international automotive industry. Grove is committed to 
creating hydrogen energy passenger cars with a high level of sustainability in running and 
production and bringing customers a new driving experience. 
 
With over 50 years of history, German FEV Group is top 3 largest power system companies 
in the world, headquartered in Aachen, Germany. Its institutions are in more than 40 
countries and regions across the world and nearly 300 professional R&D labs. It can provide 
one-stop vehicle development engineering services such as vehicle and chassis design, 
powertrain development, new energy battery and fuel cell development, electronic and 
electrical equipment development, intelligent driving development, control system and 
software development, test solutions and consulting services. It is technically leading in 
vehicle system and power system integration.  
 
Professional insiders appraise, the cooperation between Grove and FEV, will fully promote 
the development of China and Wuhan Hydrogen industry, and increase Grove’s influence in 
Global Hydrogen industry and international level. 
 
 
Grove is a brand of the Grove Hydrogen Automotive Company Limited, registered in Wuhan, China.   
Born in 2016 and Registered in 2018 under parent company Institute of Geosciences and 
Environment (IGE).   Operating Design and Development in Wuhan and Barcelona Spain, with 
Production Facilities in Wuhan and several other locations to be announced during 2019 Grove is a 
Global car company aiming to offer a truly clean Automotive experience from Manufacturing to 
enjoyment of the car. 

 


